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ABSTRACT 

Presented here is the minimal mathematical modeling of multi-point contact 

with friction in a planar multiple rigid body system. System equations of motion 

are generated using Kane's form of the Gibbs-Appell equations. Pseudo-velocities 

are used to determine the non-active forces, which results in the determination of 

the friction forces, during manipulation of an object. The rigid body system consists 

of a planar finger-thumb combination performing the manipulation of a cylinder on 

the last link of each digit. The mathematical model predicts when the conditions 

exist for the cylinder to roll, slip, or stick. The state space of the model is of variable 

structure, but the switching between structures is simply determined. 

Previous research has shown that friction forces during manipulation can 

be calculated using the linear complementarity problem (LCP) and the 

penalty/augmented Lagrange multiplier method. The LCP formulation and the 

Lagrange multiplier method add extra complication to the problem at hand and so

lution convergence is not guaranteed. In this paper we intend to show that the use 

of pseudo-velocities for the determination of friction forces avoids the complexities 

and pitfalls of the previously mentioned methods. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

^0 ^ Angular velocity of frame B in frame A (the uppercase superscript 

denotes a frame of reference), 

^a ^ Angular acceleration of frame B in frame A. 

""f^ Position vector of from point a (tail) to point b (head) (the lowercase 

superscript denotes a point). 

"^^ Differentiation with respect to reference frame A. 

^ ^ ° f ^ = ^v^ Velocity of point b relative to point a as seen in reference frame A. 

'^•^'^v^ = ^a^ Acceleration of point b relative to point a as seen in reference frame A. 

F,T Applied Active Forces and Torques. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of robots in industry, science and technology, and even entertainment 

has resulted in a demand for the development of more sophisticated multi-purpose 

robotic devices. While many robots exist in manufacturing and other areas, they 

have simple end-effectors designed to accomplish a specific task. Such end-effectors 

are limited in their range of motions and must be interchanged according to the next 

robotic task to be executed. The motion limitations of the end-effectors force robotic 

task planners and designers to develop robotic systems that are highly restricted in 

their potential use; which preclude their use in unforeseen situations. 

A general multi-purpose manipulator^ can be realized through dexterity. Sit

uations may arise where it is impractical or difficult to interchange end-effectors 

according to the task at hand due to location and/or time constraints. With an 

end-effector approaching the dexterity of a human hand, such end-effector exchanges 

can be eliminated. 

Robots possess the potential to be used in environments where is it desirable 

to perform a task without human intervention. Robotics technologies are ben

eficial in the area of nuclear waste disposal due to the danger of radiation and 

hazardous chemical exposure limits to humans. Unfortunately, the current robotic 

^The terms end-effector, manipulator, and gripper will be used interchangeably 
in the text. 



end-effectors are very coarse with respect to the adroit handling of containers and 

other contaminated components. Dexterous robotic manipulators can also be used 

in environments where it is impossible for human hands to enter, due to size lim

itations. A direct application of this can be the use of micro-manipulators in the 

medical field. Dexterous manipulation can be developed on such a small scale that 

an end-effector could enter a patient's body and perform medical procedures through 

a small incision, thus reducing the possibility of contamination and infection from 

a more invasive procedure. Other applications well suited for robotic manipulators 

include deep sea and space exploration. Submersible or space rovers equipped with 

a dexterous end-effector can gather specimens from environments that are hostile 

to humans. 

An important aspect of dexterous manipulation is maintaining a stable grasp. 

Fearing [18] defines the desired properties for a stable grasp as static equilibrium, 

no slippage, and the ability of resisting disturbance in all directions. Most attempts 

at dexterous manipulation have taken on an anthropomorphic form. They often use 

rubber fingertips or a rubber glove to simulate human skin. This material ensures 

that with the forces provided, the friction is high enough to maintain a stable grasp. 

Certain hostile environments, in which the manipulator encounters chemical contact 

or extreme temperatures, may render the use of rubber-like materials useless. The 

fingertips may be modified to include knurls to aid in gripping; however, these 

modifications may still result in excess grasping forces. It is desired to compute 



the minimum force required to maintain a stable grasp so that no undue forces are 

applied. 

The determination of the forces associated with dexterous manipulation is stud

ied in this research. A well developed mathematical model of the manipulator is 

necessary to determine the forces at the time of contact and during manipulation. 

Although the literature review will show that three fingers are necessary for grasp 

stability and dexterity, a planar finger-thumb manipulator has been developed using 

a minimal formulation to include frictional contact with the possibility of slipping. 

The mathematical model of the manipulator will not include a stability analysis. 

The minimal formulation provides an alternative to the Linear Complementarity 

Problems (LCP) and other methods used by researchers to calculate frictional grip

ping forces. The planar finger-thumb manipulator will demonstrate how this min

imal formulation can be used to predict whether or not an object in its grasp will 

roll, stick, or slip. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter provides the reader with an understanding of the ongoing research 

in the area of dexterous manipulation. This is accomplished by investigating the 

current dexterous manipulators developed for research and the reasoning behind 

their design. Manipulators fall into two distinct categories; industrial and anthro

pomorphic. The design of industrial manipulators is governed by a specific manu

facturing task to be executed. Anthropomorphic manipulators are characterized by 

their similarity to a human hand, both in appearance and potential functionality. 

This chapter will begin with a discussion of industrial manipulators that possess 

the potential for coarse manipulation and then transition into a discussion of an

thropomorphic manipulators including the requirements necessary to emulate the 

motions of a human hand. A discussion of the developments in force optimization 

and obtaining/maintaining stable grasps during manipulation will be followed with 

a description of the current techniques used to calculate frictional contact forces 

with slipping. 

2.1 Industrial Manipulators 

The use of robots in industry today is becoming increasingly important. In

dustrial robots are used in the area of assembly automation, which requires high 



precision. They are particularly attractive for assembly procedures where repeti

tive tasks are performed. Another attractive aspect of the industrial robot is that 

it can tolerate environmental conditions not suitable for human workers. Extreme 

temperatures are an example of such environmental conditions which can reduce 

a human worker's efficiency and productivity. Robots can also enter areas where 

contamination from hazardous materials is of great concern. Typically, robots used 

in industry are only required to perform a specific task, and thus are designed with 

an end effector which is limited in functionality. Industrial manipulators not only 

use fingers to grip an object, but they also use suction cups, hooks, and adhesives to 

perform their intended tasks. The most widely used type of industrial end-effector 

is the parallel jaw gripper. It can grasp objects in a powerful, vise-like grasp and 

can handle heavy loads. The parallel jaw gripper over constrains the object and 

manipulation is only performed through movements of the wrist and arm of the 

robot. The desire for industrial robots to have the ability to adjust to a changing 

work environment has fueled the research into more dexterous manipulators. The 

human hand is perhaps the most efficient manipulator, thus efforts have been made 

to emulate the human hand through anthropomorphic manipulator designs. 

2.2 Anthropomorphic Manipulators 

The diversity in anthropomorphic manipulator designs has caused researchers 

to pose the question of "how many fingers are required to emulate the human 

hand?" Some argue that four fingers are necessary to maintain a stable grasp during 
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manipulations due to redundancy, while Harmon [24, 25] suggests that only three 

fingers are required to reproduce the most frequent and common human grasps. 

Brown [11] and Hazelton et al. [26] found that the middle, ring, and little finger 

provide the strength needed for a firm grip. Although not heavily loaded themselves, 

the thumb and index finger serve as a retainers to make the grip more precise. Choa 

[13] suggested that in fingertip prehension, stability is usually achieved with the 

index finger and thumb. The literature suggests that the thumb, index, and middle 

finger will provide sufficient dexterity during manipulation. The thumb and index 

finger will ensure a precise and stable grip, while the middle finger will provide 

the necessary strength. Three-fingered and even four-fingered manipulators are 

available for use in industry and research; however, the following sections will discuss 

a representative sample of the many anthropomorphic manipulators currently in 

existence. 

2.2.1 OkadaHand 

Hollerbach [28] has provided an excellent summary of multi-fingered hands. The 

first manipulator he describes is the three-fingered hand by Okada [41, 42, 43]. The 

finger orientation is such that they represent the thumb, index, and middle finger 

of a human hand. The fingers have three links and four joints. A two degree of 

freedom (DOF) human knuckle is simulated via two joints near one another acting 

orthogonally. The thumb has two links with three DOF, two of which are at the 



knuckle. The hand has eleven DOF with a two DOF wrist. One tendon per joint 

is arranged as belts and are connected to DC motors. The tendons run through 

a flexible but incompressible sheath from the motors to the joints. The Okada 

hand was able to perform several highly dexterous manipulations, including baton 

twirling, rolling a ball in the hand, and threading a nut on a screw. Hollerbach points 

out that although this hand was highly sophisticated for its time, it was lacking in 

sensory feedback. Tendon force was derived from motor torque which most likely 

has significant error due to the friction in the sheaths routing the tendons. The 

manipulator had no force sensors to measure the actual tendon force. The hand 

was not reliable and often failed to complete the task at hand, which may be a 

direct result of the poor sensory system. 

2.2.2 Hanafusa Hand 

The Hanafusa Hand [22, 34] was also described by Hollerbach [28]. Three fin

gers are arranged at the corners of an equilateral triangle with each finger curling 

towards the center of the triangle. Each finger has four joints with one tendon 

per joint running over joint pulleys through a flexible but incompressible sheath 

to DC torque motors. Potentiometers measuring electromotive forces at each joint 

provides the only sensing. A grasping formulation in terms of the six manipulat

ing forces and three grasping forces was developed. According to Hollerbach, the 
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hand demonstrated the ability of cartesian motion of a grasped object; however, the 

motions were slow. 

2.2.3 Graspar 

A three-fingered robotic hand (Graspar) was developed by Crisman et al. [16]. 

It has two fingers and a thumb oriented in a triangle configuration. Each finger 

has three joints, with the thumb only containing two joints. The hand works on an 

antagonistic tendoning system with one controllable degree of freedom since there 

is only one motor per digit. The antagonistic tendoning system is composed of 

two opposing tendons wound around a series of pulleys and idlers. One tendon is 

designated as the grasp tendon while the other serves as the release tendon. To 

reduce the inertia effects of the motors on the hand, the motors are to be mounted 

to the forearm of the robot or to the base. This hand was designed to be the size 

of an adult male hand and will lift 3 pounds; however, more weight can be lifted 

through the use of larger motors and stronger cables. The Graspar has a very simple 

control scheme with only two commands to tell it to grasp or release. The simple 

control algorithms assume that the manipulator has already been moved such that 

the object to be grasped is in the workspace of the Graspar. The maximum sphere 

diameter that the hand can hold is 4 inches while the smallest is 0.5 inches. This 

range can be changed by adjusting the link lengths of the hand. The Graspar 

uses inexpensive simple contact sensors instead of joint position measurements for 
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control feedback. The Graspar was designed to be a simplified anthropomorphic 

grasping device. It was not designed for manipulation. 

2.2.4 Stanford/JPL Hand 

Salisbury [48] discusses the reasoning behind the decisions made in the design of 

the Stanford/JPL Hand. Initially, 600 designs were considered for the hand. Each 

of the proposed designs assumed the same DOF, ranging from one to five, at contact 

points with the grasped object. The five DOF contacts were rejected because the use 

of frictionless point contacts would allow objects with symmetry to be constrained, 

such as spheres and cylinders. The four DOF contacts were rejected because they 

lacked the excess constraint needed to allow for the independent control of internal 

forces. The design chosen was one with three DOF contacts and was composed 

of three fingers, each with three revolute joints for ease in actuation and structural 

strength. Of the two most common types of contacts, point contact with friction and 

planar contact without friction, the point contact with friction was chosen because 

it could be implemented easily with rubber fingertips or other suitable materials 

with high friction coefficients. The dimensioning of the fingers and their relative 

placements [49] were chosen to maximize the workspace, keep singularities away 

from the workspace, and maximize the accuracy of force exertion. 

The Stanford/JPL Hand uses D.C. torque motors with force transmittal through 

a system of tendons. One motor, acting through a pair of opposing tendons, can be 
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used to activate each joint. Such a system requires pretensioning so that the tendons 

will not have slack during high force exertion which would alter the stiffness of the 

system. This can be avoided if two motors are used per joint with each motor 

pulling an opposing tendon. With the two motor setup, the internal tensions could 

be actively adjusted and minimized for a given output force. The friction which 

must be overcome is reduced to a percentage of the output force rather than a fixed 

quantity, which is large due to friction in the pulley system with the one motor 

setup. Salisbury [48] describes the minimum number of tendons required to drive 

n joints as being n + 1. The extra freedom corresponds to the internal tension, a 

linear combination of tendon tensions, which can be forced to be a non-negative 

minimum through active control. The extra motor also eliminates the need for 

pre-tensioning of the cables. Each finger has tendon tension sensors made of an 

idler pulley supported by a strain gauge instrumented beam, which is located on 

each tendon where they enter a finger. The tendon tension sensor is in the same 

reference frame as the motor so no coordinate transformation is needed for tension 

control. The joint velocities and the tendon tensions required to apply a given set 

of joint moments are both a function of the pulley radii. Since the pulley radii form 

a constant matrix, the equation relating tendon velocities to joint angular velocities 

can be integrated with respect to time to get a relationship between tendon and 

joint positions. 
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Salisbury [49] states that an ideal finger will have no singularities in its 

workspace; however, a three link finger with revolute joints will always have a lo

cus of singular points interior to the workspace. Singularities occur when the rank 

of the Jacobian matrix becomes less than full. Singularities limit the motion of 

a grasped object in a particular direction and thus make it impossible to exert a 

controlled force in that direction as well. When determining finger placement rel

ative to each other, it is desirable to keep the locus of singularities away from the 

anticipated grasping points on the object such that fine manipulation is possible. 

Interior points exist where forces may be exerted with maximum accuracy. These 

best points, isotropic points, occur when the Jacobian matrix satisfies two condi

tions: (1) its columns are orthogonal and, (2) the magnitude of its column vectors 

are of equal magnitude. Thoughtful positioning of the fingers relative to each other 

will allow the three isotropic loci to simultaneously touch an object to be manip

ulated. These isotropic points also correspond to the points which minimize noise 

throughout the system. 

2.2.5 Utah/MIT Dexterous Hand 

Jacobsen et al. [30] describe preliminary work towards the development of the 

Utah/MIT Dexterous Hand (DH). The DH has three fingers and one thumb with 

four DOF, and a three DOF wrist for spatial orientation. The knuckle of each digit 

has two DOF which allows for both flexion and abduction. The four digit hand 
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yields more flexibility in grasping due to redundancy and minimizes reliance on 

friction during manipulations. Each finger has three parallel axis joints to yield a 

curling action and a fourth joint which is perpendicular to the other axes to give a 

side-to-side motion at the base of each finger. The DH is tendon operated through 

pneumatic actuators with external touch sensors to detect contact with objects. The 

touch sensors are located on the fingers, thumb, and palm. Internal sensors monitor 

individual joint angles and tension in the tendons for use in subcontrol systems. A 

glove covers the DH to protect components from contamination, to enclose lubricant 

systems, and to provide suitable friction gripping surfaces. The responses to step 

inputs using nonlinear damping as applied to the control of a single joint show 

good results for low frequencies. Additional physical damping will be added later 

so that instability will not occur when higher frequencies are encountered (i.e., 

physical damping will dominate performance at frequencies above which the active 

damping can intervene). A proximal stiffening (PS) constant is used to provide the 

DH with high stiffness during grasping maneuvers and low stiffness for graceful, 

non-oscillatory motions when the DH is unloaded. The PS term has no effect on 

the moment equations when no external forces are applied. The control algorithms 

take the moment coupling for the joints of a finger into account. Jacobsen et al. [30] 

show that the coupling effects vanish when joint angles are at their desired positions 

and no touch forces are present. The Utah/MIT Dexterous Hand is suitable for 

highly dexterous manipulation due to the number of controllable degrees of freedom; 
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however, the issues of determining the actual gripping forces required to maintain 

a stable grasp needs to be addressed. 

2.2.6 Kinematics of Tendon Driven Devices 

The anthropomorphic hand designs presented all utilized a tendon system for 

force transmittal. Tendon-driven devices are an alternative to placing actuators 

along the joint axes, which increases the inertia of the manipulator and causes more 

power to be consumed to drive the actuators rather than the load. Lee and Tsai [35] 

address the kinematic structure of tendon-driven robotic mechanisms used in an

thropomorphic manipulating systems. The kinematic structure of a tendon-driven 

robotic mechanism can be represented by a planar schematic from which a structure 

matrix, relating tendon displacement to joint angles, can be derived systematically. 

All actuators are mounted at the base link and six structural characteristics are de

veloped that apply to all DOF systems. The characteristics of the structure matrix 

are summarized below: 

1. To guarantee that all joints can be manipulated in both directions, there should 

be a minimum of two nonzero elements and one sign change between elements 

in each row. 

2. The exchange of any two columns, the equivalent of renaming two tendons, 

does affect the system in terms of structure and function. 
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3. The structure matrix can always be organized such that the nonzero elements 

are in the upper right corner of the matrix. 

4. The multiplication of an entire row by a negative unit, the equivalent of chang

ing the direction of the positive rotation about a joint axis, has no effect on 

the generic characteristics of the structure. 

5. The structure matrix rank is the same as the number of DOF of the system. 

6. For an n DOF system with m tendons, m — n dimensional homogeneous solu

tions to the forces in the tendons exist. 

Two tendon-driven manipulators are said to be isomorphic if the structure matrices 

are identical or if they can be made identical by multiplying an entire row by 

minus one or by interchanging columns. Lee and Tsai start with a generic structure 

matrix for a one DOF system and then increase the DOF by one until a six DOF 

is investigated. For each increase in DOF, the number of links and the number 

of joints in the equivalent open-loop chain is increased by one. There are 2n^ 

possible combinations to form an additional row to the matrix of an n - 1 system; 

however, some combinations may be rejected because they violate one or more of 

the six structural characteristics defined by Lee and Tsai or because of structural 

isomorphism. Although there is a planar schematic corresponding to each structure 

matrix, it can be converted into various different spatial mechanisms depending 

on the twist angle chosen for every pair of adjacent joint axes. This means that 

^n is equivalent to degrees of freedom. 
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the number of functional manipulators is much larger than that of structurally 

non-isomorphic structures. 

2.2.7 Tactile Sensing Technologies 

Anthropomorphic manipulators can only emulate the the motions of a human 

hand if they are provided with sensory information similar to that of a human hand. 

In the absence of vision, the human hand can still perform manipulation through 

the sense of touch, thus tactile sensing is perhaps the most useful feedback for use 

in manipulation. Grupen et al. [20] provides an excellent overview of the current 

tactile sensing technologies used with anthropomorphic manipulators. Summaries 

of these technologies are given below: 

1. Contour sensing provides information concerning the contact profile or shape 

of an object. Although it is useful in recognition tasks, it cannot be used in 

the determination of forces. 

2. Force sensing provides useful information for grasping and manipulation con

trol; however, a compliant cover is recommended because it improves the nature 

of contact by distributing forces over the surface of the object. 

3. Strain gauges can be used to measure orthogonal strains and reconstruct the 

3-D state of stress. They have been used to measure forces in a parallel jaw 

gripper and inside hemispherical fingertips to determine the point of contact 

with an object. 
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4. Conductive elastomers can act as both a protective skin and a pressure trans

ducer. A problem is that currently available material is often hysteretic and 

not very durable. Also, low sensitivity, noise, drift, long time constants, and 

low fatigue life are problematic to the transducers. 

5. Optical technology has been incorporated into tactile sensing through a sys

tem which involves the shuttering of a light beam by the contact deformation 

between the object and the hand. 

6. Capacitive tactile sensors have been developed on the characteristic that ca

pacitance is a function of the thickness of the dielectric material. When contact 

deformation occurs, the sensor produces a capacitive impedance output in re

sponse to a contact deformation. This method shows advantages over the 

conductive elastomers in speed and noise immunity. 

7. Magnetostrictive materials, which change their magnetic fields in response to 

an applied load, may also be used in tactile sensing. They demonstrate good 

linearity, low hysteresis, good dynamic range, small thermal drifts, and good 

sensitivity; however, like the capacitive sensors, they are sensitive to external 

fields. 

8. Piezoelectric materials, which respond to mechanical deformation by producing 

output voltage potentials, and pyro-electric materials, which respond to heat 

fluxes by generating induced voltages, were used in an attempt to emulate 
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human skin. The composite structure produces obscure signals due to the 

difficulty in separating the thermal and deformation induced voltage potentials. 

2.3 Grasping StabiUty Conditions 

Dexterous manipulation relies on the grippers ability to hold an object in a 

stable manner. Currently, the conditions for grasp stability are not agreed upon by 

researchers. Although the planar manipulator in this thesis will only address the 

prediction of roll, slip or stick and the calculation of friction forces, the different 

views as well as the current technologies on achieving grasp stability are presented 

as the foundation for future work. 

The desired grasping properties of a gripper are used to develop a definition 

of stable grasp. Fearing [18] describes the three necessary conditions for a stable 

grasp as the following: (1) the object must be in static equilibrium, (2) no slipping 

occurs at the fingers, (3) the ability to prevent displacement from arbitrary forces. 

It is this last condition that gives rise to different views. Jen et al. [31] notes that 

Cutkosky [17], Hanafusa and Asada [21], and Grupen et al. [20] take this third 

grasp condition to mean the combination of contact forces required to move the 

object back to its original position while others interpret the grasp condition to 

mean that the fingers move back to their original positions following an arbitrary 

force or moment. Regardless of how these definitions have been interpreted, several 

techniques have been applied to find grasping stability. 
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Jen et al. [31] define grasp stability in terms of the well-established stability 

theory of differential equations. For a constant force grasp, Liapunov stability 

can be achieved with proper finger placement and grasp forces. The researchers 

present methods to find such grasps and conclude that these grasps cannot be 

asymptotically stable. The grasping forces must be altered when the object is 

displaced from equilibrium to generate asymptotic stability, thus a force control 

law with Unear feedback of the angular rates is included. Although this provides 

asymptotic stability, it is local rather than global. They then generate a non-linear 

force law that will produce global asymptotic stability under the proper conditions. 

Chevallier and Payandeh [14] study the stability of a grasp when an external 

wrench is applied. A method is presented for computing the friction forces between 

the fingertips of a dexterous mechanical hand with three fingers and the object 

as a function of the external wrench which can act on the object. The method 

utilizes geometric information on the grasp configuration, screw geometry, and bi-

orthogonal systems. For the method presented, the grasp configuration is to be a 

precision-type grasp, meaning that only the fingertips make contact with the object, 

and the fingertips make point contacts with friction and exert normal forces on the 

object. Given the geometry of the grasped object, the locations of the contact 

points, the surface normals, and the magnitude of the friction forces as a function 

of the externally applied force on the object can be determined through an inertial 

force balance. 
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Kerr and Roth [33] investigated how hard to squeeze an object to ensure a secure 

grasp, the determination of the finger-joint motions required to produce a desired 

motion of the object, and calculating the workspace of the hand. Squeezing the 

object is reduced to a linear programming problem which considers friction and 

joint torque limit constraints. The basic friction constraints given by Kerr and 

Roth are that the normal component of the contact force must be positive and 

the tangential components of the contact force do not exceed the magnitude of the 

equilibrating Coulombic friction force. The joint torque constraints are simply that 

all joint torques must be less than the maximum and greater than the minimum. 

When each constraint is considered, an n finite dimensional polygonal region is 

blocked off. Values of the internal grasp forces that lie within this region will meet 

the friction and joint-torque constraints, thus ensuring a stable grasp. The fingers 

of the manipulator will exert a soft-finger constraint on the object, meaning the 

finger tips exert one normal force component, two tangential force components, and 

one moment component about the surface normal. The desired optimal selection 

[ 

of internal grasp force is one where the distance to the nearest constraint point is 

maximum. If the constraints overlap such that a polygon is not formed, it will be 

impossible to grasp the object in the given configuration. 

Kerr and Roth [33} show that the relative motion between the fingertip and 

the object will be determined by the type of constraint at the point of contact. 

Motion of the object will cause the contact point to move relative to the object's 
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surface and the fingertip's surface through some combination of sliding or rolling. 

A rolling contact represents a non-holonomic constraint since the equations relating 

object motion to fingertip motion are expressed in terms of velocities rather than 

positions. The relationship between the finger-joint motions and the motion of the 

object, undergoing pure rolling, is formulated as a set of nonlinear, time-varying 

differential equations. The range of possible manipulations of the hand defines the 

workspace, which is a function of the roUing or sliding that occurs at the contacts, 

the configuration of the contact points on the object and on the fingertips, the shape 

of the object and finger links, and the kinematic structure of each of the fingers. 

The complete range of motion for the hand, or the workspace of the hand, has 

been determined by Kerr and Roth for special cases of planar and spatial hands; 

however, the concepts presented may be extended to more general hands. The 

following assumptions were made for the determination of the workspace of the 

hand: fingertips make point contacts with friction, contact points do not move 

during manipulation, the workspace will be defined for a configuration of contact 

points on the object and for particular contact locations on the fingertips, the 

workspace for each finger is known and is fixed relative to the palm of the hand, 

and collisions will be ignored. 

Li and Sastry [36] investigated optimal grasping based on quality measures which 

can be numerically calculated. Screw theory, along with elementary differential 

geometry, is used to postulate the concept of grasp and to describe grasp stability. 
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Contact points are considered as constraints of the motion of a rigid body. Li and 

Sastry address three types of contact; a point contact without friction, a point 

contact with friction, and a soft finger contact. The number of independent contact 

wrenches that can be exerted on the rigid body is one for point contact without 

friction, three for point contact with friction, and four for the case of a soft finger 

contact. A three-fingered robot hand with two links per finger is used as an example 

to demonstrate the three quality measures derived by Li and Sastry. The three 

different grasping quality measures are a minmax measure, a volumetric measure, 

and a task oriented measure. These quality measures are used to find an optimal 

statically stable grasp, meaning that the grasp can reject disturbance forces in all 

directions. 

2.4 Forces in the Manipulator/Object System 

During manipulation it is desired to use the minimum gripping forces necessary 

to maintain a stable grasp. This optimum force is preferred not only for the benefits 

of energy conservation, but also for delicate procedures where excessive forces may 

damage the object being manipulated. The introduction of this thesis described 

situations where the determination of the gripping forces is required to maintain a 

stable grasp since the use of high coefficient of friction material to aid in grasping 

may not be possible. This poses a problem for most of the current anthropomor

phic hand designs currently available. Goldenberg and Shimoga [19] researched the 
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construction materials of various robotic fingers and divided the fingertip materials 

into soft rubber, rubber, elastic rubber, and a friction coating. Of the manipulators 

described earlier in the literature review, the Hanafusa Hand (Hanafusa and Asada 

[21]) used soft rubber fingertips, the Utah/MIT Hand (Jacobsen et al. [29, 30]) used 

rubber fingertip coverings, while the Stanford/JPL Hand (Salisbury et al. [50, 49]) 

used a friction coating for the fingertips. The following sections introduce the reader 

to the latest advances in the optimization of forces as well as the current techniques 

for the determination of friction force in a manipulator plus object system. 

2.4.1 Force/Torque Optimization 

Most linear programming methods linearize the friction constraint and the co-

efl̂ icient of friction is estimated conservatively to avoid instability or slipping. This 

means that excessive gripping forces for the actual system with nonlinear friction 

constraints will result. Buss et al. [12] solves the problem of grasping force optimiza

tion in a nonlinear context in a manner suitable for on-line implementation. The 

problem of finding a suitable set of grasping forces is viewed as a linearly constrained 

version of a well studied optimization problem on the smooth manifold of positive 

definite matrices. The nonlinear friction constraint of dexterous hand grasping is 

found to be equivalent to the positive definiteness of a linearly constrained matrix 

containing the contact wrenches and friction coefficients. The optimization strategy 
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that Buss et al. proposed is an interior point gradient flow to the smooth manifold 

of interest. 

Torque optimization is desired for the same reason as force optimization; energy 

conservation. Minimizing joint torques allows the manipulator to perform heavy 

work with the smallest amount of power input, thus conserving energy. Ma [38] 

presents a torque based optimization technique for redundant manipulators. He 

notes that other attempts to minimize local joint torques have failed because of 

instabilities. The attempts at minimization which failed were formulations based 

on the generalized inverse method and the utilization of Lagrange multipliers. Al

though global optimization techniques exist which yield stable solutions, they are 

not suitable for on-line motion control due to the high amount of computations 

required. This disadvantage has been the driving force for a local torque opti

mization technique without instabilities and with minimum computations. Ma and 

Nenchev [39] show that other attempts at local torque optimization have failed be

cause they did not consider control over the homogeneous joint velocity due to an 

incorrect initial formulation, thus a correct formulation for local torque optimiza

tion is introduced. Ma [37] presents a balancing technique for the minimization of 

joint torques. The solution of the joint torque minimization, from the formulation 

presented in [38], is balanced against a solution of joint velocity minimization. This 

balancing technique results in stable manipulator motions since high joint velocities 
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are prevented and the velocities at the end of motion are guaranteed to be near 

zero. 

2.4.2 Computing Friction Forces 

Although this thesis will deal with friction forces between the fingers of a ma

nipulator and an object, it is appropriate to also include this brief description of 

the effect of static, nonlinear, friction on a manipulator during hard-on-hard con

tact as studied by Alici and Daniel [2]. Their observations have a great impact 

on manipulator design. During contact with a stiff environment, active damping 

is not operable since information is lost from the joint encoders because of quan

tization. This leaves passive damping, such as nonlinear friction, to stabilize the 

system. The level of nonlinear friction depends on the contact stiffness; the higher 

the contact stiffness, the higher the friction force. A PUMA manipulator was used 

in hard-on-hard contacts and it was found that the last three joints, also the most 

lightly damped, were more affected by contact force disturbances than the other 

joints. Alici and Daniel conclude that joints with low passive damping should have 

high-resolution encoders for velocity feedback. They are required to stabilize a force 

controlled system where the manipulator encounters a stiff environment. 

Yoshikawa and Nagai [54] have derived an algorithm for decomposing the fin

gertip forces into manipulating and grasping forces. They characterize the grasping 
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force as an internal force which satisfies the static friction constraint. The manip

ulating force is defined as a fingertip force which produces the specified resultant 

force, is not in the inverse direction of the grasping force, and does not contain any 

grasping force components. A three-fingered hand manipulating a rigid object is 

used to show how the manipulating and grasping force can be derived from the fin

gertip forces. Yoshikawa and Nagai used the following assumptions in their fingertip 

force decomposition method: (1) the fingertips make point contact with friction and 

the position of these points does not change due to slip or relative rotation between 

the object and the fingertip, (2) the three contact points form a plane, not a straight 

line, and (3) each fingertip is designed such that it can exert a force in any direction 

on the object. 

Brock [10] investigates the dexterity of a hand using controlled slip for object 

manipulation. He implements a controlled slip in the Stanford/JPL Hand using 

the following method. The concepts of screw theory are applied to the four contact 

types when only the fingertips are involved: (1) soft finger contact, (2) point contact 

with friction, (3) point contact without friction, and(4) the case of no contact. This 

determines the possible ways that an object can move within a grasp. The possible 

combinations of contact are calculated as n" ,̂ where n are the different types of 

contact and m represents the number of contacts made by the manipulator with 

the object. These combinations of contact represent a unique state of constraint 

on the object, referred to as the constraint state. The set of possible motions of 
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an object is a function of the number of contacts, location on the object, and the 

types of contact with the object. Thus, the set of possible motions is a function 

of the constraint state which turns out to be a function of controllable variables, 

such as grasping force and externally applied forces. For each constraint state, a set 

of slipping motions of the object relative to the initial grasp is determined. From 

these concepts, the slipping motions of an object relative to the manipulator can be 

predicted, then actuated. 

Wriggers [53] investigates various finite element methods used in contact prob

lems with friction. When imposing contact conditions normal to the surface, he 

describes the two main ideas as: (1) the non-penetration condition as geometrical 

constraints and (2) the fundamental laws for the micro-mechanical approach within 

the contact area. For the frictional response to contact in the tangential direction, 

the most commonly used fundamental equation is Coulomb's law, although other 

frictional laws may be applied. The weak formulation of contact problems results in 

variational inequalities; however, numerical solutions based on the Lagrange mul

tiplier, penalty method, or a combination of both can be utilized in solving these 

problems. Wriggers describes in detail the contact geometry relations which are re

quired to formulate the geometrical contact conditions, the fundamental equations 

for contact interfaces in the normal and tangential directions, the boundary value 

problem with global solution strategies, discretization techniques within the contact 

area, and common algorithms for contact problems. A numerical example involving 
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large deformations is presented for three different conditions: (1) frictionless con

tact, (2) contact with Coulomb friction, and (3) frictionless contact when deforming 

a material with a higher yield strength. 

2.4.3 Linear Complementarity Problem Approach 

The determination of forces associated with fingertip contact in a manipulator 

plus object system can be formulated as a Unear complementarity problem (LCP). 

Cottle [15] provides a complete discussion of the LCP and linear complementarity 

theory. This thesis will not go into detail about linear complementarity theory; 

however, it is important to point out the problems and complexities associated with 

the LCP so that the methodology presented within this thesis can be appreciated for 

its simplicity. The primary problems associated with the LCP include the problem 

of convergence with Lemke's algorithm, acceleration based formulations do not have 

solutions in general [3], and extending the problem to a three dimensional case 

requires a polygonal approximation for the cone of friction 

Pang and Trinkle [44] studied the problem of predicting acceleration for a three 

dimensional set of rigid bodies. The multiple rigid body contact model, presented 

in [51], assumes that: (1) all bodies are rigid, (2) the direction of the normal of the 

point of contact can be found, (3) each point of contact is modeled with dry friction, 

(4) each joint has a single degree of freedom, and (5) the links and joints do not form 

a closed loop. For the case of multiple contacts with Coulombic friction where no 
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sUpping occurs, they present a solution which was previously not known to exist via 

a theory of quasi-variational inequalities. To obtain a guaranteed solution for the all-

rolling case, they formulated an approximate friction law where Coulomb's nonlinear 

friction law is replaced with a linear friction pyramid law. This means that the cone 

of friction has now been reduced through a polygonal approximation to a four-sided 

pyramid. This approximation for the friction cone is only for the case of rolling 

contacts. Coulomb's nonlinear friction law still applies to the case of sliding contacts. 

Pang and Trinkle assume that only one object comes in contact with any number 

of manipulator links at any number of points. Kinematic acceleration constraints 

govern the motion of the object such that the bodies do not interpenetrate. The 

LCP is suited for numerical solution via Lemke's algorithm; however, it is not 

guaranteed to converge on a solution even when one exists. Trinkle et al. [51] have 

developed sufficient conditions for the multiple rigid body contact model such that 

the termination of Lemke's algorithm is guaranteed for computing a solution to the 

LCP of this contact model. 

Pang and Trinkle [44] state that for the case of rolling to slipping, the divergence 

of Lemke's algorithm has been attributed to the simultaneous assumptions that the 

bodies are rigid and that Coulomb's Law applies to the friction forces. They have 

found that the restrictiveness of Coulomb's Law for sliding contact may actually 

be to blame for the non-existence of a solution. A relaxed friction model was de

veloped to study whether or not a solution exists. The sliding contact restrictions 
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are changed to an inequality expression. This ensures that the forces from friction 

cannot produce energy and allows a margin of freedom in the direction and magni

tude of the friction forces at the sliding point contacts. A least squares model for 

the rolling to sliding case is derived. Quasi-variational inequality theory was used 

to prove the existence of a solution for the roUing-sliding case. 

Al-Fahed and Panagiotopoulos [1] investigate the gripper plus object system. 

They take into account the constraints imposed by the normal contact forces, tan

gential components introduced by Coulomb's law for dry friction, and the con

straints imposed on the finger joints. The joints are idealized by angular springs for 

the revolute joints and linear springs for the prismatic joints. Inequality mechanics 

are used to formulate the equations of motion for a gripper with n elastic fingers and 

k joints. The formulation considers both hard finger contact, which is point contact 

with friction, and soft finger contact, which is the case where the rotation of the 

object about each normal to the contact area is constrained. The global equilibrium 

and kinematic compatibility equations are generated, then the friction conditions 

are introduced. The formulation results in a system of equations and inequalities 

which give rise to the linear complementarity problem (LCP). The normal reactions 

of the fingers, friction forces, sliding displacements if sliding occurs, joint torques 

and rotations, and the rigid body displacement are all found through the numerical 

treatment of the LCP. Numerical applications are given and the contact reactions, 

friction forces, slipping values, and the rigid body motion components and values 
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are calculated for a three-finger gripper with three joints per finger. The formula

tion is an analysis of the static condition where the gripper plus object system is 

not in motion, nor is any manipulation being performed. 

2.4.4 Penalty Function/Lagrange Multiplier Method 

Kobayashi [34] presents a method of controlling an articulated hand based on 

the determination of the grasping and manipulating forces. The articulated hand 

used in this method is the three fingered, twelve joint hand developed by Hanafusa 

et al. [22]. The manipulating force is described as the force required to overcome 

external forces and move the object, while the grasping force is defined as the force 

that holds the object. Assuming that constraint forces do not perform any work, the 

manipulating and grasping forces are calculated using an expression based on the 

principal of virtual work. Due to redundancies in the hand, the Lagrange multiplier 

method was used to develop an expression with terms representing the manipulating 

force, grasping force, and the force required to satisfy the redundancy condition. 

Based on these forces, a method of control is developed and described in detail in 

[34]. 

Nguyen [40] presents an algorithm for constructing three dimensional stable 

grasps. The fingertips of his manipulator are modeled as a generalized spring. 

The fingers are assumed to be controllable independent of each other. The virtual 

springs used to model fingertips are also controlled independently of one another. 
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Three types of contact are considered: (1) frictionless point contact, (2) hard-finger 

contact, and (3) soft-finger contact. A point contact without friction has one linear 

spring normal to the point of contact. A hard-finger contact has three linear springs 

all of which go through the point of contact. One linear spring acts normal to the 

surface while the remaining two act in the tangential direction. The soft-finger 

contact is like the hard-finger contact; however, it has an additional angular spring 

whose axis of rotation is normal to the surface. Modeling the contacts with springs 

is the penalty function method, which is described by Reddy [47] as: 

the reduction of conditional extremum problems to extremum prob
lems without constraints by the introduction of a penalty function as
sociated with the constraints. ... In the penalty function method, the 
constraint is satisfied only approximately, and no additional unknowns are 
introduced into the variational formulation. ... Further, in this method 
an approximation to the Lagrange multiplier can be computed. Both the 
Lagrange multiplier method and the penalty function method can be gen
eralized for functional with many variables and constraints, (p. 116-117) 



CHAPTER III 

PLANAR FINGER-THUMB MANIPULATOR 

3.1 Summary of Literature Review 

The purpose of the literature review was to provide the reader with suflficient 

background information on the existing anthropomorphic grippers and the technolo

gies associated with them. Numerous anthropomorphic manipulators are available; 

however, only descriptions of the most impressive and well researched manipula

tors were presented. The description of the manipulators along with the current 

technologies necessary for them to emulate human motions were included for com

pleteness. The literature review revealed that the Linear Complementarity Problem 

(LCP), the penalty method, and the augmented Lagrange multiplier method are 

used to calculate friction forces during manipulation. Several disadvantages of the 

LCP formulation are that acceleration-based formulation do not have a solution in 

general [3], three dimensional configurations require polygonal approximations on 

the cone of friction, and the formulations solved with Lemke's algorithm are not 

guaranteed to converge. Some researchers use the Lagrange Multiplier Method to 

include the constraints of the manipulator plus object system. This leads to ad

ditional constraint equations, thus a minimal formulation is desired to avoid the 

numerical instabilities introduced by solving differential algebraic equations. The 

penalty method does not introduce additional unknowns; however, the constraints 

32 
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of contact are only satisfied approximately [47]. Although the literature review 

showed that the minimum number of fingers required to achieve stability and dex

terity during manipulation is three, a planar finger-thumb gripper will be used in 

this thesis to show that an alternative to the LCP does exist for the purpose of 

calculating friction forces during manipulation. The planar model is completely 

general within the bounds of the loop closure always existing and is easily extended 

to any number of fingers and contact points in three dimensions. The planar ma

nipulator is used to demonstrate how this minimal variable structure formulation 

can be used to determine the active friction forces during manipulation through 

pseudo-velocities. 

3.2 Description of Model 

A numerical model of a planar finger-thumb manipulator performing the rolling 

of a cylinder has been developed with the help of Mathematica [52] and the method

ology presented by Barhorst [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The equations of motion were solved 

using Isoda [46], a solver for ordinary differential equations with automatic switch

ing for stiff and nonstiff problems developed by Petzold [45] and Hindmarsh [27]. 

The model consists of a three-link finger, a two-link thumb and a cylindrical body 

as shown in Figure 3.1. Simple proportional control with viscous damping is used at 

each finger joint to control the finger motion. Four cases of motion are considered: 

roll-roll, roll-slip, slip-roll, and slip-slip. Each case refers to the finger-thumb config

uration, where roll implies that the cylinder is rolling on the surface of the finger or 
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thumb and slip refers to the condition where the cylinder slips on the surface of the 

finger or thumb. For each time step of the simulation, forces will be checked to see 

which case applies for that time step. The possibility also exists where for certain 

finger-thumb configurations the cylinder will stick, thus the simulation will also test 

for this condition via the roll-roll case. The system has 5 degrees of freedom for 

the cases of roll-roll, roll-slip, and slip-roll. The case of slip-slip has 6 degrees of 

freedom. Switching between these variable structures is accomplished via simple 

means, which will be described later in this chapter. 

Figure 3.1: Planar finger-thumb manipulator 

Recall from the literature review that Fearing's [18] first definition of grasp 

stability is that the object be in static equilibrium. For this condition to exist, the 

forces exerted by the fingers must be co-linear, equal in magnitude and opposite in 
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sign. Rolling will occur if the forces are not co-linear. The transition from rolling 

to sUpping will occur as soon as the tangential force component is greater than the 

normal force component as given by F > /igN, where F is the constraint friction 

force, fig is the static coefficient of friction, and N is the force normal to the surface. 

The transition from slipping to rolling will occur when the linear velocity, u, along 

the finger or thumb is almost equal to the product of the angular rotation rate 

of the cylinder, a;, and the radius of the cylinder, rcyi, as given by the relation of 

\u — rcyiuj] < e, where e < < 1. 

3.3 Mathematical Model 

The method used to derive the equations of motion for the planar finger-thumb 

manipulator was Kane's form of the Gibbs-Appell equations [32]. The following 

first-order ordinary differential equation is used to find the equations of motion for 

the planar gripper for each independent generalized speed ti„ 1. 

E dUn 
i 7* ± r + 

dUn 
J. 7» <J f 0 (3.1) 

where: 

Fr = Applied active force on body r. 

Lr = Inertia force on body r. 

fr = Applied active torque on body r. 

X = Rotational inertia torque on body r. 

^Each symbol in the following equations was explained in the nomenclature. 
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All applied forces and torques are considered as active forces and torques. Pseudo-

velocities^ are used to determine the non-active forces in the system, the forces 

normal to the last link of each finger. The friction forces in the system, which are 

active forces for the case of slip, can be determined through the non-active normal 

forces. When the partials of Eq. 3.1 are taken with respect to the pseudo-velocities, 

the resulting expression is the normal force, N. The active friction force, F , can 

be obtained directly by the relation F = fik^, where fik is the kinetic coefficient 

of friction. The constraints that enforce the rolling can likewise be determined 

via pseudo-velocities. The generalized coordinates of the manipulator plus object 

system are shown in Figure 3.2 and will be referred to when describing the equations 

that govern the model. The generaUzed coordinates for the cylindrical body are 

given in Figure 3.3. The figure shows the frame of the cylinder as being related to 

the last frame of the thumb through an angle of ^^3 .̂ This transformation is used 

when the body is rolling on the thumb. For the case of rolling on the finger, the 

frame of the cylinder is related to the last frame on the finger through q^s^. When 

the cylinder is slipping on both surfaces, the generalized coordinate of 5̂3 is now an 

independent variable which can be solved for via the equations of motion. 

^These velocities allow a variational violation of the implicit constraints, thus 
revealing the constraint force. 
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Figure 3.2: Generalized coordinates of the manipulator 

Figure 3.3: Generalized coordinates of the cylindrical body 

The friction forces are modeled into the system equations of motion as given by 

the free body diagram shown in Figure 3.4, where Ff is the friction force from the 

finger and Ft is the force due to friction from the thumb. 

The applied force for the first two links of the finger and the first link of the 

thumb is simply given by F = -mgh2. The applied active forces for the last link 

of the finger and thumb as well as for the cylindrical body are given below: 

Ffs = -771/3^^2 - F//31 + Nff'^ 32 (3.2) 
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Figure 3-4: Free body diagram of the friction forces 

FB = -m^igfi2 + F//31 - Nffs2 - Fthi + ^ ^ 2 (3.3) 

Ft2 = -mt2gn2 + Fti2i - M^22- (3.4) 

The inertia forces are given by 7̂- = rUr^a*'^ where the * stipulates that the accel

eration is of the center of gravity of the body r with respect to the origin. It is 

important to note that the normal forces, Nf and Nt, are not active forces in the 

applied force and applied torque equations. They are required in the model up to 

the point where Eq. 3.1 is evaluated for the pseudo-velocities, which allow for the 

determination of the friction forces. It should also be noted that if the cylindrical 

body is rolling on the finger, then the finger friction and normal forces are non-

active forces. Similarly, if the cylindrical body is rolling on the thumb, the friction 

force for the thumb as well as the normal force of the thumb are not active. The 

friction forces only become active when slipping occurs. In a similar manner, the 
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force that enforces rolling is not active in the rolling case but it is calculated via the 

pseudo-speeds. 

The applied torques are given by the following equations, where k is the spring 

at the specified joint, 9 is the commanded angle used for simple proportional control, 

and c is the viscous damping at the specified joint: 

^/i = kfiiOfi - qfi)h^ - CfiUfihs - kf2{6f2 - qf2)n^ + C/2?i/2^3 (3.5) 

T/2 = kf2(9f2 - 9/2)^3 - Cf2Uf2n3 - kfs{6f3 - qf3)n3 + CfsUfshs (3.6) 

ffs = kfsiOfs - qf3)ns - Cf^Uf^n^ + {qb2h\ - ^^fsfsi) x 7V;/32 (3.7) 

TB = raylh2 X Fffsi - rayii22 X {-Fti2i) (3.8) 

Tti = kti(6ti - qti)nz - (hiUtifi^ - kt2{0t2 - 9*2)^3 + Q2tit2^3 (3.9) 

ft2 = kt2{dt2 - qt2)n3 - Ct2Ut2n3 + (̂ 61^21 - •^Lt2i2i) X Nti2i. (3.10) 

The rotational inertia torques for the links and cylindrical body are given by: 

Jr = '^f*' X rrir^'d'^ + fs^ '^d^^+^u^^ X fs^-^u^\ (3.11) 

The * denotes the center of gravity of the body. The first term of Eq. 3.11 is zero if 

the position vectors of each body go to that bodies center of gravity. The required 

part of the inertia dyadic is given by Ig^ = hO'bO'b, where the mass moments of inertia, 

/ft, for the links of the digits are those of a slender rod and the cylindrical body has 

the mass moment of inertia of a circular cyUnder. The angular acceleration, ^ a ^^ 

can be found directly from the first derivative of the angular velocity, ^u ^'-, with 
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respect to time. Expressions for the position vectors and angular velocity are given 

later in this chapter. 

It is convenient to let all position vectors, which originate from the fixed Newto

nian reference frame. A/*, to terminate at the center of gravity of the bodies. These 

centers of gravity will be referred to as the special points of the links. Although 

the special points can be taken to be at any point, choosing the rotation about the 

center of gravity allows us to reduce Eq. 3.11. 

The following is a list of position vectors to the special point of each link of the 

manipulator: 

"f'f^ = Xffi, + yfn2 + ^LfJn (3.12) 

V^/2 = Xfhi + yffi2 + LfJn + ^Lf2f2i (3.13) 

V^/^ = Xfhi + yfh2 + LfJn + Lf2f2i + ^^^3/31 (3.14) 

V *̂̂  - xthi + yth2 + ^Ltiiu (3.15) 

V*" = xtfii -h ytn2 + Ltiin + 2^*2^21- (3.16) 

The position vector out to the special point of the cylinder was chosen according 

to the case at hand for ease in calculations. If the cylindrical body is rolling on the 

finger and slipping on the thumb, then the position vector is given by: 

V"^ = Xfhi -h yfh2 + LfJn + i:'/2/2i + {qb2 + qs)^! + {q[ - r^i)h2- (3.17) 

This will allow the relative angular velocity of the cylinder with respect to the 

finger to be obtained directly without an additional calculation. When the cylinder 
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is slipping on the finger and rolling on the surface of the thumb, the position vector 

to the cylinder's center of gravity is given by: 

V*^ = Xthi -h yth2 + Ltitn + (qti + 54)/t2i + {rcyi - 92)̂ 22- (3.18) 

Similarly this allows the direct calculation of the relative angular velocity of the 

cylinder with respect to the thumb. It should be noted that q[ and 2̂ ^^e the 

pseudo-coordinates, which will be set to zero after the pseudo-velocity calculations 

are made and used in finding the non-active forces for determining friction. In a 

similar manner, ^3 and 4̂ are the pseudo-coordinates which will be used to determine 

the friction constraint forces. For the case when the cylindrical body is rolling or 

slipping on both surfaces, either equation may be used; however, Eq. 3.18 was chosen 

since it had the least amount of terms. For the case of roll-roll either equation holds 

true since the relative angular velocity of the ball can be with respect to either the 

finger or the thumb. For the case where slipping occurs on both surfaces, the angular 

velocity now becomes an absolute value and is now an independent generalized 

speed which is solved for using the first-order ordinary differential equation given 

inEq. 3.1. 

The position vectors from the origin of the Newtonian reference frame, Af, to the 

special point of that link, are used to directly calculate the velocities of the special 
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points with respect to the Newtonian reference frame, N. The velocities used in 

Eq. 3.1 and also the accelerations used to find the inertia forces are given by: 

at dt^ 

(3.20) 
^d ^(P 
dt dt^ 

^d ^d^ 
^d'f' = -—°v'f^ = -r7r''f'f' (3.21) 

dt dt'' 

^d ^d? 
""a''' = -^°v''' = -TT^'r''' (3.22) 

dt dt^ 

^d ^(P 
Oa«« = v^5t2 ^ —-Ofst2 ( 3 2 3 ) 

dt dt^ 
^d ^dP 

^a"^ = —""v'^ = - r ^V^« . (3.24) 
dt dt^ 

The actual computation of these values were performed via Mathematica [52] as 

described in Barhorst [7]. 

Now that all the terms for the first-order ordinary differential equation given 

by Eq. 3.1 have been defined, the equations of motion for the planar finger-thumb 

manipulator are presented. Only the equation of motion for the first link of the 

finger, EOMfi, will show the full equation with the forces/torques of each body in 

the system. The remaining equations of motion will use summations to represent 

the forces/torques of each body, r. The equations of motion for the 6 DOF case of 

sUp-sUp, are given as: 

[f/2 - V/2j + - ^ — - . [I>2 - J/2j 
dun ^ ' dufi 



dufi 

M d^v'" 

dufi ' 

dufi 

[Ff3 - ^ / 3 ] + ^ - - . [ T / 3 - J / 3 ] 

h + 
d^uj 

dufi 
B 

dufi 
[fb - Jb] 

. Ki -ti 

dufi 
\Ft2 — h2\ 41 + 

dufi 
Tti — Jt\ 

EOMf2 = ? {S V-
EOMfs = J2' 

EOMb = Y.' 
r 

EOMti=x: 
r 

E0Mt2 = E 

dUf2 
- / . + 

[Fr-

du, 63 

du t i 

^ i T ^ 
du, t2 

[Fr - Tr] 

[Fr - Tr 

\^r ^r 

/r] + 

+ 

+ 

dufi 

dUf2 

dUf3 

dubs 

duti 

dut2 

ft2 - 4 ] - 0 

> = 0 

= 0 

.ylr *ir 

. [f, - Jr\ 

T; - X] [ = 0 

I J. J* —~ t/y* 

f — J 
±r "1 

> = 0 

> =0. 
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(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

For the 5 DOF cases, Ubs can be solved directly from the rolling constraint of 

Ub3< 
Uhl. 

Jcyl 
for rolling on the finger and Ub^^ = — for rolling on the thumb. 

The ordinary differential equation solver requires that the equations of motion 

be input in the form of an inertia matrix and a right-hand side. The coefficients of 

each acceleration, n^, of EOMfi are used to form the first row of the inertia matrix. 
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The remaining terms are lumped together in a right-hand side term. Similarly, the 

remaining rows of the inertia matrix and right-hand sides are formed to yield: 

•̂ 11 A2 -'̂ 13 hi ^15 I 16 

hi -̂ 22 ^23 hi hs I26 

hi h2 hs hi hb he 

hi h2 hs hi hb he 

hi h2 hs hi hs he 

hi h2 hs hi hb he 

Also the kinematic equations are given by: 

Ufi 

Uf2 

Uf3 

iib 

Utl 

Ut2 

> = < 

RHS] 

RHS2 

RHS3 

RH 04 

RHS5 

RH Se, 

> . (3.31) 

^„ - w„ = 0. (3.32) 

Each term of the inertia matrix is included in the fortran code. The actual code calls 

a subroutine to effectively invert the inertia matrix such that the ordinary differen

tial equation solver is able to solve for the accelerations from {iin} = [I]~^{RHS^} 

3.3.1 Assumptions 

For the planar finger-thumb manipulator, with the generalized coordinates for 

the manipulator as shown in Figure 3.2 , the following assumptions were made: 

1. The points where the finger^ comes in contact with the cylindrical body are 

modeled as point contacts with friction. 

^The term finger refers to both the finger and thumb digits. 
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2. Only the fingertips'^ make contact with the body being manipulated, thus the 

cylindrical body is only manipulated on the last link of each digit. 

3. There is no free motion of the fingers or cylindrical body. The fingertips are in 

contact with the object in its initial configuration and remain in contact with 

the body during the simulation. 

4. The fingers move with respect to a fixed Newtonian reference frame. 

5. The initial configuration shall not allow the last links of each digit to be exactly 

parallel. Such a configuration will not allow the vector loop constraint to hold 

true for all distances out the last link of the finger and thumb. 

3.3.2 Constraints 

The kinematic constraints of the planar finger-thumb manipulator must be met 

in order to keep the fingers in contact with the object during manipulation. The 

finger lengths, radius of the cyUndrical body, generalized coordinates (Figure 3.2), 

pseudo-coordinates into the fingers (Figure 3.5), and the rectangular coordinates 

from the Newtonian frame, A/", to the base of the finger and thumb are required to 

develop the vector loop constraint. 

From the generalized and pseudo coordinates, as well as the coordinate reference 

frames shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.5, the vector loop equation is given by: 

A. A A A 

Xffli + 2//^2 + Lfifn + Lf2f21 + (̂ 62 + q3)f31 + (̂ 1 " ^cyi)f32 

^The fingertip refers to the last link of each digit. 
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Figure 3.5: Pseudo-coordinates of the manipulator 

-(^2 + fcyi)i22 - {qti + gi)^2i " ^ti^ii " Xtfii - yth2 = 0. (3.33) 

The vector loop equation then becomes two scalar equations when dotted with 

the hi and ^2 unit vectors of the Newtonian reference frame, M. The dependent 

coordinates were chosen as the positions along the last link of each digit to the 

point of contact with the cylindrical body. These two equations can be solved 

simultaneously to determine the position along the finger, qb2, and the position 

along the thumb, ^^i. 

The linear velocity constraints are obtained similarly from: 

dt 
[xfhi -h yfh2 + Lfifn + L/2/21 + (̂ w + q3)fsi + (^i - rcyi)f32 

-(^2 + ĉyz)̂ 2̂2 - (̂ 61 + 4̂)̂ 21 " LtiUi - Xthy - ytU'^ = 0. (3.34) 

Now, the two scalar equations obtained through dotting the above equation with 

the unit vectors of the Newtonian reference frame, AA, yield two equations solved 
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simultaneously for the linear velocity of the point of contact along the finger, Ub2, 

and along the thumb, Ubi. 

The angular velocity of the cylindrical body with respect to the finger, ^^o;^, 

and with respect to the thumb, ^2^^, will be equal only for the case of roll-roll. 

When slip occurs on the thumb, the relative angular velocity is related back to the 

Newtonian reference frame. A/*, through the finger as given by the equations below: 

F^QB^^^^ (3 36) 
r 

where positive rotation of the body is consistent with the right-hand rule. When 

slip occurs on the finger, the thumb is used to relate the relative angular velocity 

back to the Newtonian reference frame, AA, as given by: 

^cD^ = ^o;^^ + ^'uj^' + ^^a;^ (3.37) 

Ubi 
'^^UJ^ = h3. (3.38) 

L r J 

When slipping occurs on both surfaces, the absolute angular velocity of the cylin

drical body, ^(D^, becomes an independent variable solved for via the equations of 

motion for the 6 degree of freedom case. 

3.3.3 Slip Considerations 

Special considerations are made for when slipping occurs on the the surface of 

one or both of the digits. Two conditions for slip may exist during the manipulation 
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of the cylindrical object. The first case is the same as that of a bowling ball slipping 

down a bowling lane. The friction force, F^, will tend to slow down the rotation 

of the bowling ball as shown in Figure 3.6 until a roll condition occurs. In other 

V 

Figure 3.6: Slip condition 1: bowling ball example 

words, if the linear velocity of a point on the cylindrical body, Vp, is moving faster 

than the linear velocity of the center of the body, Vc, for any instant in time, then 

the friction force, F^, will oppose the linear velocity of the point, Vp. The other 

condition, shown in Figure 3.7, can be thought of as a car spinning out. The wheels 

V 

Figure 3.7: Slip condition 2: spinning car tire example 

are spinning so fast that they cannot roll on the surface of the road. The friction 
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force, F^, will tend to push the vehicle forward until the tires are able to roll on the 

road. From the figure, it can be seen that if the linear velocity of the center of the 

tire, Vc, is moving faster than a point on the tire in contact with the road, Vp, then 

the friction force, F^, will be in the same direction as the point, Vp. 

3.4 Switching between Variable Structures 

The state space of the finger-thumb manipulator is of variable structure; how

ever, switching between the structure is easily accomplished. Segments of the source 

code for the main program and subroutines are included within this section. Al

though the main program and subroutines will not include the full source code, the 

underlying concept of the logic for the full program can be deduced. Separate equa

tions of motion were derived for each case; roll-roll, roll-slip, slip-roll, and slip-slip. 

For the initial conditions supplied, the main program tests to see if the cylindri

cal body is rolling on both surfaces. The relations used to check for the rolling 

conditions are: 

\ub2-^rayi{'''id^-b3)\<ef (3.39) 

\ubi-rayi(^'Cu^'b3)\<et (3.40) 

where e is a number close to zero which allows the rolling case to occur when u is 

almost equal to r^yiu. Also, expressions for ^^u ^ and '^^uj ^ are easily derived from 

setting Eq. 3.37 equal to Eq. 3.38 and solving for the desired quantity. The fortran 
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code which determines the initial case for the planar finger-thumb manipulator is 

shown in Figure 3.8. 

* Re la t ive ang v e l o c i t i e s of the b a l l 

ub3f = (u t l + ut2 - ub l / r cy l ) - (ufl + uf2 + uf3) 
ubSt = (ufl + uf2 + uf3 + ub2/rcyl) - (u t l + ut2) 

* Check for r r from i n i t i a l data , looking for being near i t 

If(Abs(ubl + rcyl*ub3t) . l e . Roll teps) r o l l t = l 
If(Abs(ub2 - rcyl*ub3f) . l e . Rollfeps) r o l l f = l 

Figure 3.8: Fortran Code - initial case determination 

From the code, it can be seen that if Eq. 3.39 is true then a flag for rolling on 

the finger, ro l l f , is set to 1, otherwise the flag is set to 0 for the case of slipping. 

The flag r o l l t has a similar function for tracking which case, rolling or slipping, 

applies to the thumb. Next, the main program will call the appropriate equation of 

motion (EOM) subroutines based on the values of the flags as shown in Figure 3.9. 

For the cases of roll-roll, roll-slip, and slip-roll, the planar finger-thumb ma

nipulator has 5 DOF, thus the array which holds the positions and velocities is 

dimensioned to be equal to ten, by n=10, for the equation of motion subroutine cal

culations. Recall that lsoda[46] is a solver for ordinary differential equations with 

automatic switching for stiff and non-stiff problems. The appropriate equation of 

motion subroutines are called from the values of the flags which were determined 

using the source code in Figure 3.8. Since the system has the possibility of a 6 DOF 
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If(rollt .eq. 1 .and. rollf .eq. 1)then 
write(6.*)'roll-roll',t 
n=10 

call Isoda(EOMrr,n,y,t,tout,itol,rtol,atol,itask,istate,iopt.rwork,Irw,iwork,liw,JACOB,jt) 
call updateY(rollt,rollf,totn.y) 

else 
If(rollt .eq. 1 .and. rollf .eq. 0)then 
write(6,*)'slip-roll',t 
n=10 
call Isoda(EOMsr,n,y,t,tout,itol,rtol,atol,itask,istate,iopt,rwork,Irw,iwork,liw,JACOB,jt) 
call updateY(rollt,rollf,totn,y) 

else 
If(rollt .eq. 0 .and. rollf .eq. Dthen 
write(6,*)'roll-slip',t 
n=10 
call Isoda(EOMrs,n,y,t,tout,itol,rtol,atol,itask,istate,iopt,rwork,Irw,iwork,liw,JACOB,jt) 
call updateY(rollt,rollf,totn,y) 

else 
write(6,*)'slip-slip',t 
call Isoda(EOMss,totn.y,t,tout,itol,rtol,atol,itask,istate,iopt,rwork,Irw,iwork,liw,JACOB,jt) 

endif 
endif 

endif 

Figure 3.9: Fortran Code - logic to call appropriate EOM subroutine 

slip-slip case, the array which contains the positions and vectors has been dimen

sioned to a size of 12 from the main program. For the 5 DOF cases, a subroutine 

updateY is caUed which places updated values for the angular position and angular 

velocity of the cylinder into the last two locations of the array. 

Lsoda will exit out of the solver subroutine after each user specified time-step, 

thus the main program must now check to see which case applies to the planar finger-

thumb manipulator after the integration of a single time-step has been completed. 

The source code to accomplish this task is shown in Figure 3.10 

The subroutines constRR, constRS, constSR, and constSS all calculate the 

constrained forces to see if a roll condition is now a slip condition and vice versa. If 

the cylindrical body was last rolling on the surface of the last link of the finger or 

thumb, then the forces are checked to see if F > /î A ,̂ where F is the friction force 
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*Now check the current state after integration and set flags and istate 

If(Fcase.ne.O)then 

lf{rollt .eq. 1 .and. rollf .eq. Dthen 

Since we were rr last step check forces now 
call constRR(rollt,rollf,totn,y) 
If(rollt .ne. 1 .or. rollf .ne. 1) istate=l 

else 

If(rollt .eq. 1 .and. rollf .eq. 0)then 

Since we were sr last time we check force on thumb and 
* roll (u = rw) on finger 

call constSR(rollt,rollf,totn,y) 
If(rollt .ne. 1 .or. rollf .ne. 0) istate=l 

else 

If (rollt .eq. 0 .and. rollf .eq. Dthen 
* Since we were rs last time we check force on finger and 
* roll (u = rw) on thvmib 

call constRS(rollt,rollf,totn,y) 
lf(rollt .ne. 0 .or. rollf .ne. 1) istate=l 

else 

* Since we were ss last time we check roll on finger and 
* roll (u = rw) on thumb 

call constSS(rollt,rollf,totn,y) 
If(rollt .ne. 0 .or. rollf .ne. 0) istate=l 

endif 
endif 

endif 
endif 

Figure 3.10: Fortran Code - check current case after integration for each time-step 

of constraint, /ig is the static coefficient of friction, and N is the constrained normal 

force. If the cylindrical body was last slipping on the surface of the finger or thumb, 

then the subroutine checks to see if the condition exists for rolling to occur. This 

rolling condition is when the linear velocity is approximately equal to the angular 

velocity multiplied by the radius of the cylinder. 

3.5 Shortcomings of the Simplified Model 

The simplified planar finger-thumb manipulator has several areas where it is 

lacking for a realistic simulation. These shortcomings are not of great concern. 
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since the purpose of this thesis is to show that constrained forces can be actively 

determined with the methodology discussed in the technical approach and not to 

provide a high fidelity model of the planar finger-thumb manipulator. The weak 

points of the model are as follows: 

1. The vector loop, given by Eq. 3.33, used in the formulation always forces the 

finger and thumb to maintain contact with the cylindrical body. For the con

figuration where the thumb is at an incline, the cylindrical body should break 

contact with the finger and roll down the surface of the thumb; however, this 

does not happen since the vector loop is maintained at all times. This con

straint may sometimes give the appearance that a magnet holds the cylindrical 

body to the finger and thumb during certain simulations. 

2. The vector loop equation provides the cylindrical body with the information 

that it must remain tangent to the last link of the finger at all times; however, 

it does not specify the lengths of the finger. The model assumes that the 

last links of the finger are infinitely long in both the positive and negative 

directions. When the cylindrical body roll or slips out past the tips of the 

finger, the model does not take into account that the body will fall. Again, 

this is due to the fact that the vector loop is always enforced such that there 

is no free motion of the fingers. 
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3. For the case where the last links of the digits are exactly parallel, the vector 

loop constraint cannot be met since the position of qbi and qb2 can be an infinite 

number of solutions. 

3.6 Model Verification 

For the planar finger-thumb manipulator, the potential and kinetic energies were 

calculated and plotted versus time. Although energy will only be conserved for the 

case of roll-roll with no damping, it should be a decreasing function. The kinetic 

energy should approach zero, while the potential energy will only approach zero if 

the datum was chosen at the static equilibrium point. The equation used to obtain 

the potential energiey is given by: 

Venergy = ^f<^fl{Ofl - qflf + ^kf2{0f2 " ^/2)^ + l^^f^i^fZ " ^/s)^ 

+ -jkti(eti - qtif + 2^*2(^t2 - qt2f 

-\-mfig{''r'f' • ns) + Tnf2gi'f'f' • ns) + m/3^(V*^^ • ns) 

+mnp(V^" . ns) + m,2p(V^" • ^2) (3.41) 

where k is the spring at the specified joint, 6 is the commanded angle used for simple 

proportional control. The dot product of the h2 direction with the position vector 

from the origin of the fixed Newtonian reference, Af, to the center of gravity of the 

specified link yields the potential distance, h. The equation for the kinetic energy 

is given by: 
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(3.42) 



CHAPTER IV 

MODEL SIMULATIONS/RESULTS OF ANALYSIS 

Three numerical simulations of the planar finger-thumb manipulator are pre

sented in this chapter. For each simulation, plots are given for the positions of the 

finger joints and the energy of the system. A table will be used to show the time 

when switching between variable structures occurred. 

4.1 Natural Finger Configuration - Simulation 1 

For the configuration shown in Figure 4.1 and initial conditions given in Tables 

4.1 and 4.2, a 1 second numerical simulation was run. The dynamics of the system 

are very fast due to the light mass of the finger lengths and cylindrical body. The 

arrows at the last links of the finger and thumb represent the direction of the 

constrained friction forces. 

It should be noted that the links of the fingers were modeled as a line. A slight 

thickness was given to the finger and thumb for the purpose of aesthetics during 

animation, thus the cylindrical body is rolling on the center-line of the last link of 

the digit. 

Table 4.1: Mass, length, spring, and damper values - simulation 1 

i / l 
Lf2 

Lfs 
Lti 

Lt2 
rcyl 

0.0425 m 
0.0250 m 
0.0250 m 
0.0460 m 
0.0400 m 

0.00975 m 

rrifi 

m/2 
mf3 
mti 

mt2 
rricyi 

0.0026 kg 
0.0017 kg 
0.0017 kg 
0.0020 kg 
0.0017 kg 
0.0030 kg 

kfi 

kf2 

kfs 
kti 
kt2 

-

0.03 ^ 
.-... m 0.02 ^ 

R̂— 0.02 ^ 
0 . 0 4 ^ 
0.02 ^ 

m. 
-

C/1 

C/2 

C/3 

Ctl 

Ct2 

-

0.00000 ^ 
0.00005 ^ 
0.00000 ^ 

rn. 0.00000 ^ 
I" 0.00005 ^ 
m 

-

56 
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Figure 4.1: Initial natural finger configuration (siml) 

Table 4.2: Angles, /i, 6, x-y coordinate to base of digit - simulation 1 

(in 
Qf2 

qfs 
qti 

qt2 

-15 degrees 
-10 degrees 
-9 degrees 
0 degrees 
-5 degrees 

« / i 

Of2 
^ / 3 

eti 
Ot2 

0 degrees 
-40 degrees 
-30 degrees 
0 degrees 
0 degrees 

^^h 
fJ'fs 

fj't. 

fJ'ts 

e/ 

0.35 
0.40 
0.35 
0.40 

0.001 

Xf 

Vf 
Xt 

Vt 
et 

0.0 m 
0.0 m 
0.0 m 

-0.04 m 
0.001 
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0.2 T 

0.0-h i\ i\ 
\ ^ ^^^ \ / 

1 

1 

Figure 4.2: Generalized Coordinates - Finger (siml) 

Plots of the positions of the generaUzed coordinates of the system are given. 

The generalized coordinates of the finger (Figure 4.2), thumb (Figure 4.3), and 

cylindrical body (Figure 4.4) are each plotted on separate graphs. The generalized 

coordinate for the cylindrical body is the absolute value of 9̂ 3. The generalized 

coordinates along the last link of the finger, 9̂ 2, and along the last Unk of the 

thumb, Qbi, are shown in Figure 4.5. The angular rotation rate of the cylindrical 

body is shown in Figure 4.6 and the Unear velocities of uti and 1*52 are shown in 

Figure 4.7. 

Plots of the potential and kinetic energy of the manipulator plus object system 

are presented in this section. Since the datum point was not chosen to be the static 
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Figure 4.3: Generalized Coordinates - Thumb (siml) 

T3 
CC 

CO 
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0.5 
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1.0 

Figure 4.4: Generalized Coordinates - Body (siml) 
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2t 
or 

-0.005 

Figure 4.5: Generalized Coordinates - Along Last Link of Digit (siml) 

2, 
CO 

Figure 4.6: Generalized Speeds - Body (siml) 
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CVJ 

3 

C 
CO 

Figure 4.7: GeneraUzed Speeds - Along Last Link of Digit (siml) 

equilibrium point of the system, there is a net potential energy in the system even 

at rest. 

During the course of the simulation, all four cases of motion were produced. 

Table 4.3 shows the exact time when a switch between structures occurred. Figures 

4.11, 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14 show the configuration of the planar finger-thumb ma

nipulator at the time that switching occurred. The condition of roll-roll, roll-slip, 

slip-roll, and slip-slip have been abbreviated as rr, rs, sr, and ss. For images that 

have several cases of switching listed, this simply means that switching occurred at 

every time-step around the time given on the individual graph. 
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Figure 4.8: Kinetic Energy (siml) 
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Figure 4.9: Potential Energy (siml) 
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-0.0025 :: 
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Figure 4.10: Total Energy (siml) 

1.0 

Table 4.3: Exact time of switching for natural finger configuration 
time (s) 

0.000 
0.001 
0.002 
0.198 
0.199 
0.206 
0.270 
0.271 
0.274 
0.275 
0.276 
0.277 

case 
rr 
sr 
ss 
rr 
rs 
ss 
rr 
ss 
rr 
rs 
sr 
ss 

time (s) 
0.280 
0.281 
0.282 
0.283 
0.336 
0.337 
0.338 
0.397 
0.398 
0.399 
0.469 
0.483 

case 
rr 
rs 
sr 
ss 
rr 
rs 
ss 
rr 
rs 
ss 
rr 
rs 

time (s) 
0.484 
0.545 
0.546 
0.547 
0.597 
0.652 
0.661 
0.670 
0.671 
0.672 
0.732 
0.790 

case 
ss 
rr 
rs 
ss 
rr 
sr 
ss 
rr 
rs 
ss 
rr 
sr 

time (s) 
0.802 
0.815 
0.816 
0.817 
0.873 
0.930 
0.937 
0.950 
0.951 
0.952 
1.000 

-

case 
ss 
rr 
rs 
ss 
rr 
sr 
ss 
rr 
rs 
ss 
ss 
-
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t=0.000 

initial configuration 

1 

ss 

t=0.019 

t=0.198 

88, rr, rs 

t=0.270 

8S,rr,88 

t=0.207 

rs, ss 

t=0.275 

ss, rr, rs, sr, ss, rr, rs, sr, ss 

Figure 4.11: Simulation 1: Manipulator Showing Time of Switching - Part 1/4 
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t=0.337 

88, rr, rs, ss 

t=0.469 

ss, rr 

t=.0545 

ss, rr, rs, ss 

t=0.397 

ss, rr, rs, ss 

t=0.483 

rr, rs,ss 

t=0.597 

ss, rr 

Figure 4.12: Simulation 1: Manipulator Showing Time of Switching - Part 2/4 
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t=0.652 

rr, sr 

t=0.671 

ss, rr, rs, ss 

t=0.790 

rr, sr 

ss, rr 

t=.732 

t=0.802 

sr, ss 

Figure 4.13: Simulation 1: Manipulator Showing Time of Switching - Part 3/4 
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t=0.815 

88, rr, rs, ss 

t=0.929 

rr, sr 

t=0.950 

88, rr, rs, ss 

t=0.873 

ss, rr 

t=0.937 

sr, 88 

t=1.000 

final configuration 

Figure 4.14: Simulation 1: Manipulator Showing Time of Switching - Part 4/4 
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Figure 4.15: Initial natural finger configuration (sim2) 

4.2 Robotic Finger Configuration - Simulation 2 

For the configuration shown in Figure 4.15 and initial conditions given in Tables 

4.4 and 4.5, a 1 second numerical simulation was run. The simulation demonstrated 

all four cases; roll-roll, roll-slip, slip-roll, and slip-slip. Table 4.6 shows the times 

when the simulation changed from one case to another. 

Table 4.4: Mass, length, spring, and damper values - simulation 2 
L n 
L / 2 

' / 3 

ni 
't2 

'^cyl 

0.0425 m 
0.0250 m 
0.0250 m 
0.0450 m 
0.0450 m 

0.00975 m 

rrifi 
mf2 
mf3 
mti 
mt2 
rricyi 

0.0026 kg 
0.0017 kg 
0.0017 kg 
0.0020 kg 
0.0017 kg 
0.0030 kg 

kfi 
k / 2 

k / 3 

k ti 
k 12 

0.03? 
0.02 ^ 
0.02 ^ 
0 . 0 4 ^ 

0.02 
J2L. 

C/1 

C/2 

C/3 

Ctl 

Ct2 

0.00000 ^ 
0.0QQQ5 ^ 
0.00000 ^' 
Q.QOOOO^ 
0.00005 ^ 
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Table 4.5: Angles, /i, 6, x-y coordinate to base of digit - simulation 2 
Qfi 

9/2 

9/3 

qti 

qt2 

-10 degrees 
14 degrees 

-36 degrees 
0 degrees 
-8 degrees 

^ / i 

^ /2 

^ / 3 

Otl 

dt2 

5 degrees 
-10 degrees 
-40 degrees 
0 degrees 
-5 degrees 

^J'fk 

^^fs 

^t. 

fJ'ts 

^f 

0.35 
0.40 
0.35 
0.40 

0.001 

Xf 

Vf 
Xt 

Vi 

^t 

0.0 m 
0.0 m 
0.0 m 

-0.021 m 
0.001 

Table 4 6: Exact time of 
time (s) 

0.000 
0.004 
0.008 
0.116 
0.117 
0.122 

case 
rr 
sr 
ss 
rr 
sr 
ss 

switching for rol 
time (s) 

0.126 
0.127 
0.128 
0.945 
0.949 
1.000 

case 
rr 
rs 
ss 
rr 
sr 
sr 

for robotic finger configuration 

Recall that from the vector loop equation, the finger and thumb were modeled 

as lines. Thus the cylindrical body is rolling/slipping along the center-line of the 

finger and thumb. The cylindrical body appears to penetrate through the second 

link of the finger as shown in Figure 4.15 because the kinematic constraint is that 

the body remain tangent to the last links of the finger as described by the position 

constrains derived from the vector loop equation. The body does not know that the 

last link of digits are finite and positive because the simplified model does not take 

this constraint into consideration. 

Table 4.6 shows that although the cylindrical body is slipping for a majority of 

the simulation on the finger and thumb, the friction forces are able to slow it down 

until a roll-roll occurs near the end of the simulation. 
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0.4 T 

• D 
CO 

CO 

" D 

c 
(0 
CM 

cr 

-0.8 -

Figure 4.16: GeneraUzed Coordinates - Finger (sim2) 

Plots of the generalized finger coordinates (Figure 4.16), generalized thumb co

ordinates (Figure 4.17), rotation angle of the cylindrical body (Figure 4.18), gen

eralized coordinates along the last link of the digits (Figure 4.19), angular rotation 

rate of the cylindrical body (Figure 4.20), generalized speeds long the last link of 

the digits (Figure 4.21), kinetic energy (Figure 4.22), potential energy (Figure 4.23), 

and the total energy of the system (Figure 4.24) are provided. The generalized co

ordinates for the finger and thumb show how the finger joints are forced to the 

commanded angle. The plots for the energy of the manipulator plus object system 

show that both kinetic and potential energy is dissipated. 
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0.15 T 

" O 
CO 

£1 cr 
•o c 
CO 

Figure 4.17: GeneraUzed Coordinates - Thumb (sim2) 

05 

CO 

0 

- 1 0 -

- 2 0 -

-30 -

-40 -

- 5 0 -

- 6 0 -

-70 H 1- H 1 1 H 

0.0 0.5 

time ^(s) 

1.0 

Figure 4.18: Generalized Coordinates - Body (sim2) 
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0.035 T 

cr 
T3 

c 

KT 

0.000 

-0.005 

Figure 4.19: Generalized Coordinates - Along Last Link of Digit (sim2) 

CO 
.£> 
3 

Figure 4.20: Generalized Speeds - Body (sim2) 
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v> 

CVJ 

3 

c 
CO 

13 

Figure 4.21: Generalized Speeds - Along Last Link of Digit (sim2) 

0.0000 

Figure 4.22: Kinetic Energy (sim2) 
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• -0.0005 4 
(D 

-0.0010 

-0.0015-

-0.0020 

Figure 4.23: Potential Energy (sim2) 

® 
c 

Figure 4.24: Total Energy (sim2) 
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Table 4.7: Mass, length, spring, and damper values - simulation 3 
' / I 

' / 2 

0.0425 m 
0.0250 m 

rrifi 
mf2 

0.0026 kg 
0.0017 kg 

k n 
k /2 

5.0 TV 

1 . 0 ^ 
1.0 f 

C/1 

C/2 

0.01 ^ 
0.001 ^ 

O.OOOOl"^ 
ITL. 

' / 3 0.0250 m mf3 0.0017 kg k Zl 
5.0 f 

C/3 

' t l 0.0360 m mti 0.0020 kg k ti W 
Ctl 0.001 ^ 

O.OOOl"^ H2 0.0420 m mt2 0.0017 kg k 12 2.0 ^ 
rxk 

Ct2 

^cyl 0.00975 m rucyi 0.0200 kg 

4.3 Natural Finger Configuration - Simulation 3 

For the configuration shown in Figure 4.25 and initial conditions given in Tables 

4.7 and 4.8, a 1 second numerical simulation was run. Damping was increased 

for this simulation to verify that the cylindrical body would stop slipping on the 

finger and thumb surfaces. Due to the high number of switching between variable 

structures, the exact times of when switching occurred will not be provided for 

this simulation. It is important to note that for the 1 second simulation, after 

0.460 seconds, the simulation ran exclusively in the roll-roll case. The energies 

demonstrate that the kinetic energy will go to zero while the potential energy will 

go to a net potential point due to the fact that the datum for potential energy was 

not taken to be the static equilibrium point of the system. 

Table 4.8: Angles, /i, 6, x-y coordinate to base of digit - simulation 3 

9/1 
9/2 
9/3 
qti 
9t2 

0 degrees 
-30 degrees 
-19 degrees 
0 degrees 
-5 degrees 

^ / i 

6f2 

OfS 
Otl 
Ot2 

0 degrees 

-40 degrees 

-30 degrees 

0 degrees 

0 degrees 

Nk 
fJ'fs 

Mt. 

fJ>ts 

^f 

0.30 
0.35 
0.30 
0.35 

0.001 

Xf 

Vf 
Xt 

Vt 
^t 

0.0 m 
0.0 m 
0.0 m 

-0.031 m 
0.001 
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Figure 4.25: Initial natural finger configuration (sim3) 
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Figure 4.26: GeneraUzed Coordinates - Finger (sim3) 
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Figure 4.27: GeneraUzed Coordinates - Thumb (sim3) 
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1.0 

Figure 4.28: Generalized Coordinates - Body (simS) 
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(0 
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Figure 4.29: Generalized Coordinates - Along Last Link of Digit (sim3) 
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Figure 4.30: Generalized Speeds - Body (sim3) 
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Figure 4.31: Generalized Speeds - Along Last Link of Digit (sim3) 
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Figure 4.32: Kinetic Energy (sim3) 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

FUTURE WORK 

This research proves that a completely general manipulator, within the bounds 

of the closed loop, with as many fingers and contact points as needed can be easily 

developed. The simplified model presented here shows how pseudo-velocities can 

easily be used to determine the non-active forces in the manipulator plus object sys

tem. Although the pseudo-coordinates measure the virtual displacement that of the 

body into the finger, it is not a penalty function method since the pseudo-velocities 

only allow a variational violation of the implicit constraints, which reveals the con

straint force. This formulation used the minimum number of equations needed to 

describe the system, thus the numerical instabilities of solving differential algebraic 

equations, as with the Lagrange multiplier method, is avoided. The problems and 

complexities associated with the LCP were never encountered for this formulation. 

The primary research involved in calculating forces in the manipulator plus object 

system has been for the static case of grasping and no manipulation. Stability anal

ysis was beyond the scope of this research; however, the methodology described can 

actively calculate the friction forces during the manipulation of an object. 

The recommendations for future work are as follows: 

1. To model a high fidelity manipulator. This will include three motion regimes: 

(1) free flying fingers, (2) contact/impact, and (3) constrained motion. This 

82 
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has already been completed for a flexible two link planar manipulator with a 

single point contact [23] using the methodology presented in [7, 8]. A high 

fidelity model would eliminate all of the shortcomings of the simplified planar 

finger-thmnb manipulator. 

2. Ebctend the model to a three dimensional case to show that the added dimension 

does not pose any problems for the minimal formulation presented in this 

research. 

3. Experimental verification of the numerical simulations would further prove the 

ease of which the constraint forces can be found via the use of pseudo-velocities. 

4. Control laws based on the model friction force calculations and optimization 

techniques based on the variable structure model would further enhance the 

dexterity of the manipulator. 
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